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We describe two classes of graphs for which the stability number can be computed in 
polynomial thne. The first approach is based on an iterative procedure which, at each step, 
builds from a graph G a new graph G' which has fewer vertices and has the property that 
x(G'l ,~ ~(G) - I. For the second class, it can be decided in polynomial time whether there 
exists a stable set of given size k. 
KO"~'ords: Stable set: Stability number; Po|ynomial lgorithm 
!. Introduction 
A set S of vertices in a graph G = (V, E) is stable if no two vertices in S are linked by 
an edge. A stable set S is maximum if its cardinality ISI is maximum. The size of 
a maximum stable set in G is denoted ~(G) and is called the stability number of G. 
Given a positive integer k, finding whether an arbitrary graph contains a stable set 
of size ISI >~ k is an NP-complete problem [6]. However, there are special classes of 
graphs for which a(G) can be computed in polynomial time. Perfect graphs [9] and 
claw-free graphs [16] are famous uch classes. 
An interesting approach for determining ~(G) consists in transforming a graph 
G into a graph G' with ~(G') = :qG)  - 1. By repeated applications of such an 
operation, one gets a clique and the determination of ~(G) follows by counting the 
number of transformation which were needed. The struction (STability number 
RedUCTION) described in [4] is such an operation which works for any graph G. By 
using the struction repeatedly, the size of the graph G' may increase xponentially. 
However, specialized versions of the struction have provided polynomial algorithms 
for some classes of graphs [8,10,11,13]. 
Another such transformation which reduces the stability number has been de- 
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scribed in [141; it has been applied to claw-free graphs [14], bull-free and chair-free 
graphs [31, and to AH-free graphs [12]. In the next section we study a new class of 
graphs for which the latter transformation can be used for computing the stability 
number in polynomial time. 
A different approach isconsidered in Section 3. For a subset W __ V of vertices, let 
E(W ) denote the set of edges having both endpoints in W. A set W is stable if and 
only if E(W ) = O. For a fixed size k, tet us consider the problem of minimizing the 
functionf(W ) = [E(W )[ over all sets W with k vertices. The minimum value o f f  is 
equal to zero if and only if there exists a stable set of size k. We describe a class of 
graphs for which it can be decided in polynomial time whether the optimal value off  is 
equal to zero. The stability number of such graphs can then be obtained by consider- 
ing varying values of k. 
Let us give several notations. For a subset W ~_ V of vertices in a graph G = (V, E), 
G[W ] denotes the subgraph of G induced by W, and F~(W ) denotes the subset of 
vertices in V \ W which are adjacent to at least one vertex of W. if W contains only 
one vertex, say x, we shall use Fa(x) instead of F~({x}). We denote 
(a} [xt ..... xk] or Pk(xl ..... x,) a chordless chain with [x~,x~+l]~E for any 
i(1 ~< i < k); 
(b) Ix1 ..... xk,xt] or C~(xl ..... xk) a chordless cycle with [xj,x~+l] ¢ E for any 
i (! ~< i < k) and [xt,xk] ¢ E. 
For an induced subgraph H of a graph G, we shall say that G contains H. A clique is 
an (inclusionwise) maximal set of pairwise adjacent vertices. Along the paper, we shall 
refer to some particular graphs. These are repertoried in Fig. 1. All graph theoretical 
terms not defined here can be found in Ell. 
2. Reduction of the stability number 
Let us consider the following operation which, given any clique K in a graph G, 
transforms G into a new graph G' = d'(G,K): 
(1) remove K from G, 
(2) link two vertices x and y in V\K  whenever K c Fa(x)uFa(y). 
This transformation has initially been described in [14]. It has been applied to 
claw-free graphs with an adequate choice of clique K. De Simone et al. [31 have 
proved that the same transformation can be used, with an arbitrary choice of clique K, 
for computing the stability number of bull-free and chair-free graphs. This result has 
recently been generalized to the class of AH-free graphs [12]. The latter paper 
contains ome fundamental properties related to the transformation .~-. These are 
described below. 
Definition 2.1 (Hertz and de Werra [12]). A graph G has property KS if, for any 
subgraph H of G and for any clique K in H, there exists a maximum stable set S in 
H such that Kc~S ~ 0. 
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Let G be a graph with property KS and let K be any clique in G. By definition, there 
exists a stable set S in G such that a(G) = IS[ and KtaS ~ O. Let x be the unique vertex 
in Kr~S. The set S \{x} is stable in G' = ~-(G,K) since xeFa(y)uFa(z) for any two 
vertices y and z in S\{x}. Hence a(G') I> a(G) - 1. 
Theorem 2.1 (Hertz and de Werra [12]), A graph G has property KS/ fand only if it 
does not contain any A or He (see Fig. 1). 
Let us call/IHo-free a graph which does not contain any zl or He. Berge [2] has 
observed that AHo-free graphs could have been called "antiperfect graphs" since 
perfect graphs G can be defined as follows: for any subgraph H of G thcre exists 
a clique K in H such that Kta$ ~ 0 for any maximum stable set S in H. 
There are graphs for which transformation 3" does not necessarily decrease the 
stability number. Consider for example the graph Z( 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) in Fig. I: by choos- 
ing K =- {!,2,3}, we have a(3-(2",K)) = a(Z) = 3. 
Definition 2.2 (Hertz and de Werra [12]). The transformation 3" is called a perfect 
a-reduction for a graph G if, for any induced subgraph H of G and for any clique K in 
H, we have a(3"(H,K)) = a(H) - 1. 
Theorem 2.2 (Hertz and de Werra [.12]). 3" is a perfect a-reduction for G if and only if 
G does not contain any ~, 4, or He (G is ~3Ho-free, for short). 
Unfortunately, the class of ZA He-free graphs is not closed under transformation 3". 
For example, consider the graph H~(1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8) (see Fig. I) and the clique 
K = {1,2}: we have ~,~'(Ht,K) = He. 
Definition 2.3 (Hertz and de Werra [12]). A class ~6' of graphs is 3--closed if ,~" is 
a perfect a-reduction for any graph G in ~f, and if 3-(G, K) ¢ ~ for any graph G in 
~' and for any clique K in G. 
Let .q/be the class containing all graphs which are ~-fr~, Di.i.a-frce (0 ~< i < j  < k, 
i and k even, j odd), Hh-frce (k ~ 0), and B-free (see Fig. I). it is easy to observe that 
a class ~' of graphs is 3--closed only if~6 ~ ~. Indeed, with adequate choices of clique 
K: 
- D~.j.h (0 ~< i < j  < k, i and k even, j odd) can be transformed into Do.~.2 ~- • by 
(k - 2)/2 repeated applications of 3"; 
- Hh can be transformed into He by k repeated applications of 3-; 
- 3-(B,K) = He. 
It would be interesting to prove that ,~ is a 5-closed class of graphs. Partial results 
in this direction have already been obtained. It has been proved by De Simone t al. 
[3] that the class of bull-frce and chair-free graphs (which is a subclass of .~) is 
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J'-closed. This result has recently b~n generalized in the following way. It can easily 
be verified that a subclass o f ,d  which does not contain the graph Ao (i.e. the bull) is 
~--closed only if it does not contain any Aa (k ~ 0) and any Ha (k ~ 0). It is proved in 
[12] that this is also a sufficient condition. 
Now, let ,~ be the class of graphs which are X-free, D~.j.~-free (0~< i < j  < k, i and 
k ¢von,j odd), and T-free. It is not difficult to observe that ~ is the largest subclass of 
,~' which does not contain the graph T {i.e. the chair), The main result of this section is 
the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.3. ,# is a J'-closed class of graphs. 
Before proving the theorem, we need to introduce some notations and definitions. 
First, for a graph G = (V,E), we call F the edge set of f (G ,K) .  We shall use the 
following conventions for the figures: 
- a simple line between vertices x and y means that Ix, y] e E; 
- a bold line between vertices x and z means that ['.x,y! e F\E. 
The reader has to keep in mind that whenever three vertices x, y and z are such that 
[x,y] e F\  E, [x,z] ¢ E and z ¢ K then [y,z] ~. E since K c: F~(x)uF~(y). 
For any edge Ix, y] ~ F\E,  there are two vertices uand r in K such that P4(x, u, v,y) 
is an induced subgraph of G (because K ~ Fo(x) and K ~ F6(y)). Now, if there is 
a vertex w in V\K  such that [y,w]¢F, we can choose u such that [u,w]¢E since 
K ~ Fa(y)wFa(w). Similarly, if there is a vertex z in V\K  with [x,z]¢F (z may 
coincide with w) we may choose v such that [v,z] ¢ E. This configuration, associated 
wit|: every edge [x,y] e F\E, will be denoted C(x,y,u,v,w,z) and is represented in
Fig. 2. 
Lemnm 2.1. Let G be a T-free graph and let P~(I,2 . . . . .  k) (k/> 4) be an induced 
sul~lraph o f f (G ,  K) such that [" 1,2] e F \  E and all other edges of the Ph are in E. Then 
[u, i ] ¢ E and Iv, i ] ¢ E (i >~ 3) for any configuration C(I, 2, u, v, -, 3). 
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Proof. Assume that [v, i]~E for some i>3.  Then [u, i]~E else G contains 
a T(v,i, 2, u, 1). Since K g F6(2)uFo(i), there exists a vertex t in K \{u, v} such that 
[t, i]¢E and [ t ,2]¢E (hence rt, 1] e E). Now G contains a T(v,i,2,t, 1). 
So Iv, i ]¢ E for every i i> 3. Finally, [u,i] ¢ E for every i ~ 3 since G would contain 
a T(u,l , i ,v,2)ora T(u,l,v,3,4). [] 
Lemma 2.2. Let G be a T-free graph and let P5(1,2,3,4,5) be an induced subgraph of 
3" ( G, K ) such that [2, 3] 6 F \  E and all other edges of the Ps are in E. Then Fp~ (u) = {2} 
and Fp,(v) = {3} for any configuration C(2, 3, u, v, 1,4). 
Preof. By Lemma 2.1, we already know that Fe,(u)= {2} and Fp,(v)~_ {1,3}. But 
[v, 1] ¢ E since G would contain a T{v, 1, u, 3,4). [] 
Lemma 2.3. Let G be a T-free graph and let x,y,z,w be four vertices in :~r(G,K) such 
that Ix, y] e F\E, Ix, z] e F\E, [y,z] ~ E, [z,w] ~ E,[x,w]¢E and [y,w]¢E. Then 
there exists a configuration C(x, z, u, v,-, w) such that [u,y] ~. E and [u, w] ¢ E. 
Proof. Let us assume that [u,y] ¢ E for any configuration C(x,z,u,v,-,w). We have 
[v,y] E E since [v,x]¢E. Since K ~; FG(y)u Fa(w), there is a vertex t in K\{u,v} such 
that [ t ,w]¢E and [t,y]¢E {hence It, x] ¢ E). Now It, z] e E since we would have 
configuration C(x,z, t, v,-, w) with It, y] ¢ E. This is impossible since G would contain 
a T{z,y,w,t,x). 
So, there is a configuration C(x,z,u,v,-,w) with [u,y]¢E and this implies that 
[u,w]¢E since G would contain a T(u,x,w,v,y). [] 
Lemma 24. Let 6 be a T-free graph and let Ao(1,2,3,4,5) be an induced subgraph of 
J (G, K ) such that [ 1, 2] ~ F \ E, [ 1,3] E F\  E and the three other edges (~f Ao are in E. 
Then there exists a cot~guration C(l,2,u,v,4,5) such that Fa~{u)={l} and 
rA,,Iv) = {2,3}. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.3, there is a configuration C(I, 2, u, v,-, 5) such that Fag(u) ~ { 1, 4} 
and F,h{v) ~- {2, 3,4}. We have Iv, 3] e E since [u, 3] ~ E. Let us assume that [u,4] e E 
for any such configuration. Since K ~ Fd3)uFd4), there is a vertex t in K \ {u, v} such 
that [t ,4]~E and [t ,3]~E {hence It, 11 E E). Now [t,5]~#E and f t ,2]¢E since we 
would havea Tit, 1,5,v,3) or a T{2.3,5,t, Din G. Hence C(I,2,t, v,4,5) is a configura- 
tion with l:4o(t) = {1} and Fao(,v) ~_ {2, 3,4}, a contradiction. 
So, there is a configuration C(l,2,u,v,4,5) with Fag{u) = {I} and F.4o(v) -~ {2,3,4}. 
Finally, [t,,4]~E since G would contain a T(v,u,4,2,5). [] 
Lemma 2.5. Let G be a graph in ~. Tben .~'(G, K) does not contain any F~, i = 1 .. . . .  7 
{see Fig. 3). 
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Proof. ( 1 ) f (G ,  K ) is Fl-free: Consider a FI (x,y,z) in ~"(G, K) and a configuration 
C(x,y, u, v,-, z) in G. We have [u, z] e E since [u, y] ¢ E and G contains a T (u, x, z, ~,,y}. 
(2) :FiG, K) is F2 and F3-free: Consider a Fi(x,y,z,w) with i = 2 or 3 in •(G,K)  
and a configuration C(x,y,u,v,w,z) in G. Then G contains a T(u,x,z,v,w). 
(3) ~' (G,K)  is F4-free: Consider a F4(x,y,z) in :7~(G,K) and a configuration 
C(x, y, u, v, -,-) in G. We have [u, z] ~ E and [v, z] E E. Since K ~ Fc;(z), there is a vertex 
t in K\{u,v} such that [t,z]¢E. Now [~,x]eE, [t ,y]eE and G contains 
a Do.l,,(u,v,t,x,y,z). 
(4) ~-(G, K ) is Fs-free: Consider a Fs(1, 2, 3, 4, 5) in 3"(G, K ) and a configuration 
C(5,3,u,v,l,4) in G. Then [2 ,v ]~E and we have a T(t,,u, 1,3,4), a T(2,1,3,u,5), 
a T(u,5,4,1:,2) or a Z(2,3,v, 1,4,u) in G. 
(5) J (G ,  K ) is 1:6-free: Consider a F6(I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) in ~(G,  K ) and a configuration 
C(2,4,u,v,l,5) in G. Then [3 ,u ]eE  and [3 ,v ]eE  since G would contain 
a T(2,1,u,3,4) or a T(4,5,v,3,2). Now, by Lemma 2.2 applied to Ps(1,2,4,5,6), 
[u,5]¢E, [u,6]¢E, [v,6]¢E and [v, 1]¢E. 
Let x be any vertex in K \ {u, v} such that [x, 3] ¢ E. We cannot have both Ix, 2] ~ E 
and Ix,4] ¢ E since G would contain a T(4,3,x,5,6), a T(x,2,v,5,6), a T(x,4,6,2,1) 
or a T(x,l,6,v,3). 
Since K ~ Fa(l)uFa(3), there is a vertex t in K\{u,v} such that [t, 1]¢E and 
[t, 3] ¢ E. Now [t, 4] ~ E (hence [t, 2] ~ E) since we would have a Do. 1.,(3, u, v, 2, t, 4) or 
a T(2,l,t,3,4) in G. Moreover, [ t ,5 ]¢E  since G would contain a T (4, 5, t, 3, 2), 
Symmetrically, since K ~ Fo(3)uFa(5), there is a vertex w in K\{u,v,t} such that 
[w,3]¢E, [w,5]¢E, [w,2]~E, [w , l ]~E and [w,4]¢E. Now G contains 
a Z(u,t,w,3,5,1). 
(6) :FIG, K) is F~-free: Consider a FT(I, 2, 3, 4, 5) in ,~"(G, K) and a configuration 
C(1,2,u,-,-,3) in G. By Lemma 2.1 applied to P4(1,2,3,4), we have [3,u'leE (hence 
[5,u]¢E). Moreover, since K ~ }~(l)uFa(5), there is a vertex v in K\{u} such that 
[l,v-leE and [5,viCE. Now [3,v]E£ and G contains a T(u, 1,5,v,3). [] 
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Proof of Theorem 2.3. Let G be any graph in ~ and K any clique in G. Since G is 
Z3Ho-free, it follows from Theorem 2.2 that ~(Jr(G,K))= ~(G)-  1. It remains to 
prove that ~'(G, K) belongs to .~. 
CA) ~'(G, K) is T-free: Consider a T (1, 2, 3, 4, 5) in ,~'(G, K ,. ~ know by Lemma 
2.5 that 3"(G,K) is FI, and F3-free. Since G is T-free, it follox.. :i~at exactly one edge 
of T is in F \ E. 
(AI) [4, 5] e F\E:  Consider any configuration C(5, 4,u, v,-, 1) in G. By Lemma 2.1 
applied to P4(5,4,1,2) and to P4(5,4,1,3), we have Iv,2]¢E and l,v,3]~E. Hence 
G contains a T(l,2,3,4,v). 
(A2) ['1,4] ~ F\E:  Consider any configuration C(4, l,u,v,5,2) in G. We have 
[u,2]¢E since G would contain a T(u,v,2,4,5), a T(l,2,3,v,5), a T(v,3,5,u,2), 
a T(u,2,3,4,5) or a Ziu, v,4,2,3,5). If l,v,3]¢E then G contains configuration 
C(4, l,u,v, 5, 3) and, with the same arguments as above (exchanging the roles of 
vertices 2 and 3), we get l,u,3]~E. This is impossible since G would contain 
a T(l,2,3,v,u). 
So [v,3]EE. Since K ~ F~(3)uF~14), there is a vertex t in K\{u,v} such that 
[t,3]¢E and [t,4]¢E (hence [t,1]~E). Now G contains configuration 
C(4,1, u, t, 5, 3). Using once again the same arguments as above, we get [u, 3] ~ E and 
l,t,2] e E, and G contains a Z(u,v,t,4,3,2). 
(A3) [ 1,2] e F \ E: Consider any configuration CI2,1, u, v,-, 4) in G. By Lemma 2.1 
applied to P4(2,1,4,5), we know that [u,4]~E, [u,5]~E and Iv,5]¢E. We have 
Iv,3] E E since G would contain a T(l,v,3,4,5) Since K ~ F~(2)wFa(3), there is 
a vertex t in K \{u, v} such that It, 3] ~ E and it, 2] ¢ E (hence It, 1] e E). Moreover, 
l,t,4"l e E since G would contain the configuration C(2,1,u,t,-,4), and as observed 
above, this would imply that i t ,3]eE.  Now G contains a T(u,2,3,t,4) or 
a Do.,.,(l,v,t,3,u,4). 
(B) 3"(G, K ) is E-free: Consider aZ(I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) in 3"(G, K ). We know by Lemma 
2.5 that ~(G, K ) is FI, Fa, F4, Fs and F~-free. Since G is E-free, it follows that exactly 
one edge of Z is in F \ E. 
(BI) [1,4] e F\E:  Consider any configuration C(4,l,u,v,-,2). By Lemma 2.1 
applied to P4(4,1, 2, 5) we know that l,v,5]¢E, [u,2]¢E and [u,5]¢E. 
We have l,v,3]eE since otherwise, by Lemma 2.1 applied to P,L(4,1, 3, 6) 
we would have a Z(1,2,3,v,5,6) in G. Now Iv,6"[EE else G contains a 
T(3,v,6,2,5). Since K ~ FGi3)uFG(4), there is a vertex t in K\{u,v} such that 
it, 3] ¢ E and l,t,4"l ¢ E (hence I't, 11 E E). So, we have a configuration C(4,1, u, t,-, 3) 
and with the same arguments as above it and 3 playing the roles of v and 2, 
respectively), we get l,t,6"lCE, [u,6:]¢E and l,t,5]~E. Now G contains 
a ,Y. lu, t, v, 4, 5, 6). 
(B2) [1,2] E F\E: In this case G contains a T(3,1,6,2,5). 
iC) :FiG, K) is D~.~.k-free (O<<.i<j<k, i and k even, j odd): Consider 
a Di.j.k(0 . . . . .  k, x, y, z) in J (G,  K) with 0 ~< i < j < k, i and k even andj odd. Since it is 
not a subgraph of G and according to Lemma 2.5, it is sufficient to ~udy the following 
cases which are represented in Fig. 4. 
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(CI) [0,k] ~ F \  E, [k,z] ~ F \  E and k = 2 (hence i = 0 and j = 1): By Lemma 2.4 
applied to Ao(2,0,z,y, x), there is a configuration C(2,0, u, v, y, x) such that [u,z] ¢ E, 
[u,x]¢E, Iv, z] e E and [v,y]¢E. Now G contains a T(l,x,y,v,z), a T(l ,x,y,u,v) or 
a Do, l.4(O,l,2,u,v,x,y,z). 
(C2) [0, k] ~ F \E, [k,z] ~ F \E  and k > 2: Consider the following vertex t in F6(k): 
ifj = k - 1 then t = y, else t = k - 1. By Lemma 2.4 applied to Ao(k,O,z,t, 1), there is 
a configuration C(k,O,u,v,t, 1) such that [u,z]¢E, [u, I ]¢E ,  [v,z] ~ E and [v,t]¢E. 
By Lemma 2.1 applied to P~(k,0,1,2 ..... k - 2) we know that [u,r]~E and Iv, r i cE  
fo r t= 1 .....  k -2 .  
If i>  0 then, by Lemma 2.1 applied to P~+3(k,0, .... i,x), we have [u,x]¢E and 
[v,x]q~E. l f i  = 0 then [u,x]~E and [v,x]¢E since G would contain a T(t,,u,z,x, 1), 
a T(u,k,v,x, 1) or a Do.l.2(O,x,v, l u,z). So, in any case, we have (F~(u)uF~(v))ta 
{1 . . . . .  k -2 ,x , t} - -0 .  
(C2.1) k - 1 # j  (hence t = k - 1): By Lemma 2.1 applied to P~+3(k,0,1 .... .  AY), 
we have [u,y]~E and [v,y]¢E. So G contains a Dj.~.h+2(0,1 .... .  k,u,t,,x,3,,z). 
(C2.2) k -  1 =j  (hence t ~-y): We have [u , j ]¢E else G contains 
a T (A Y, u,j - l, j  - 2). By Lemma 2.1 applied to P4(0, k j , j  - 1) we have [r, j] ~ E. So 
G contains a D~.~.k+,(0,1 .. . . .  k,u,v,x,y,z). 
(C3) [0,1] ~ F \E ,  [1,2] ¢ F \E  and k = 2: Since K ~ F~(z)uF~(l), there is a vertex 
u in K such that [u, z] ¢ E and [u, !] ~ E. Hence [u,0] e E, [u, 2] e E and G contains 
a T(O,u,z,x, 1), a T(2,z,u,y, 1) or a Do.l.,(O,u,2,x,y,z). 
(C4) [k,z] e F\E:  If k > 2 then G contains a T(0, l ,z,k,k - 1), and if k = 2 then 
G contains a T(O,x,z,2,y). 
(C5) [k - ! ,k ]  E F \E  and j < k - !: Consider any configuration 
C(k - l , k ,u ,v ,k -2 ,z ) .  By [,emma 2.1 applied to Ph(k ,k - l , k -2  ..... 1), 
Pk-j+l(k,k - l,k -2  .... .  j+  l,y) and Pk-~+z(k,k- 1 ,k -2  . . . . .  i+  1,x), 
and by Lemma 2.2 applied to Ps(z ,k ,k - l , k -2 ,k -3 )  we know that 
(F~(u)uFa(v))n{l . . . . .  k -2 ,x ,v , z}=O.  We have [0,t ' ]¢E else G contains 
a T(0,z, l,v,u) or a T(0,z, l ,u,k - 1). Now, by Lemma 2.1 applied to P4(k - l,k,0,1) 
we have [0,u]¢E and G contains a D~.~.~+ 2(0, .... k - l,u,v,k,x,);z). 
(C6) [ r , r+ l ]~F\E  and j+ l<r<k- l :  Consider any configuration 
C(r,r + l,n,v,r - l,r + 2). By Lemma 2.1 applied to Pk(r,r + l ,r + 
2 ..... k,0,1 .... .  r -  2), Pk-,+2(r,r + 1,r + 2 .. . . .  k,=), P,-j+2(r + l,r,r - I . . . . .  j + 
I ,y))  and P , _~+z( r+ l , r , r - I  . . . . .  i+ l ,x )  we know that (F6(u)uF6(v))c~ 
{0,1 .. . . .  r - l ,r + 2,r + 3 .... .  k,x,y,z} = O. Hence G contains a D~.~.k+~(0,1 .... .  r, 
u,v,r + 1 .....  k,x,y,:). 
(C7) [0 ,1 ]~F\E  and k~-2:Consider any configuration C(O,l,u,v,z,y). 
We have [x ,u ]~E and [x , t , ]eE sinc~ G would contain a T(O,z,u,x,1) or 
a T(~,y,v,x,O). Now [2 ,n icE  since G would contain a T(2,);z,u,x) or 
a Do ~,~(O,u,2,x,y,z). By symmetry, [2,viCE. Since K ~F6(2)~F~(x), ther~ is 
a vertex t in K\{u,v} such that [ i ,2 JeE and [t,.r]¢E. We have [u ,y]¢E 
since G would contain a T(u,y,v,O,z), a T(~:,t,x,z,2), a T(u,t,x,y,2) or 
a Do.~.~(v,u,t,x,y,z). By symmetry, [t,,z]~E. Now [ t ,0]¢E else G contains 
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a T(O,t,x,2,y), a T(t,r,y,O,z) or a T(t,z,y,u,x). We have [ t , l ]¢E  by symmetry. 
Finally G contains a Do, l.2(x,u,v,O,t, 1). [] 
Fig. 5 concludes this section. It represents the relation between the known ~-  
closed classes of graphs and the class .~/. 
Notice that there is no need to recognize whether a graph is in .~ or not. It suffices 
to check at each stage (i.e. initially and after each application of .~-) whether the 
current graph is 2"AHo-free. This can be done in polynomial time. If this is the case, we 
will have determined a(G), according to Theorem 2.3, such a condition will be satisfied 
at each stage if the graph is initially in ~'. 
3. Finding a stable set with given size k 
Let G =(V,E) be a graph and let W _~ V be a subset of vertices. The subset of 
edges of G having both endpoints in W is denoted E(W). Let k (1 ~< k ~ [VI) be 
a positive integer and define f (G, k)= minlE(W)l over all subsets with k vertices. 
Since W is a stable set if and only iflE(W )[ = O, it follows that ~(G) t> k if and only if 
f(G, k) = O. 
We describe in this section a class of graphs G such that, for any k (1 ~< k ~< IV j), 
it can be decided in polynomial time whether f (G,k) - -O.  Since 
a(G) ~- max{k/f(G,k) -- 0}, the stability number of such graphs can be computed in 
polynomial time by considering varying values of k. 
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For a subset W ~_ V of vertices, we define ~$~(W) as the set ofsubsets W'  with I W I 
vertices uch that W'  is obtained from W by removing a vertex x of W and adding 
a new one y¢W.  Formally, A~(W ) = {W ' /W'  = (Wv{y}) /{x} ,  x ~ W and y¢W }. 
Let ,,t'~;(W) = {W'e~(W) / IE (W) I  > IE(W')I}, and let k (1 ~< k ~< IVI) be 
a positive integer. We consider the following heuristic procedure ~ for computing 
f(G,k): 
Algorithm .~ 
Initialization: W *- any subset with k vertices 
While. t'~(W ) ~ 0 do 
W ~ any set in ,V~;(W) 
endwhile 
The algorithm ~ is a descent method and the set W obtained as output is such that 
I E( W ')] >~ IE( W )l for all W'  in A~( W ). Notice however thatf(G, k) is not necessarily 
equal to I E(W )l. For example, for the graph Ps (1, 2, 3, 4, 5) and the set W = { 2, 4, 5 }, 
we have ]E(W)l = 1 and ~'~;(W) = 0 while IE({I,3,5})l =0.  
Let ~ be the class of all graphs which are G~-frce, i = 1 .. . . .  6 (see Fig, 6). The main 
result of this section is the following. 
Theorem 3,1. For a graph G = (V,E), the two following statements are equivalent: 
(1) G ¢ ~; 
(2)for any subgraph H =(V ' ,E ' )  of G and for any subset W _~ V'  such that 
• *'~t(W ) = 0, we have ~(H) >~ IWl / f  and only/flE(W )l = 0. 
in other words, ~ is the class of graphs G such that, for any subgraph H of G given 
as input to the Algorithm ,~, an output W is a stable sot if and only if a(H) ~> IW ]. 
Before proving this theorem we shall first state several lcmmas. 
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Lemma 3.1. Let C + (a, b, c, d ) be an induced subgr aph of a connect ed ,ora ph G = ( V, E ) of 
~, and let .,~ be any vertex in V/{a,b,c,d} fff any). Then Fo(x)~{a,b,c,d} # O. 
Proof. Assume that Fo(x)n{a,b,c,d} = O. Since G is connected, there is a chordless 
chain [.,c = v~, v., . . . . .  v, = a ]  jo in ing  x to  a in  G. We have r ~< 4 since G is G2-free, amt 
we may assume without loss of generality that Fa(v+)~{a,b,c.d} = ~ for every 
i ~< r - 2. Now: 
- if r = 3 then G contains a Gl(va,a,b,d), a G2(x, v2,a,b,c), a G,(x, v2,a,d,c), 
a G3(x, v2,a,b,c) or a G3(x,v~,a,d,c); 
- if r = 4 then F~;(c2)c~ {a, b, c, d } = ~ and the chain Ira, vs, a] has three vertices which 
is impossible by the previous case (v, playing the ro!e of x). []  
Lemma 3.2. Let ['a, b, c'[ and I'd, e'l be two disjoint chordless c,~ains (i.e. they do not share 
any common vertex) of a connected graph G = <V,E) of ft. Then 
Fa({d,e})n{a,b,c} ~ ~. 
Proof. Assume that Fa({d,e})c~{a,b,c} = 0. Since G is connected, there is a chordless 
chain I-d = el, v., . . . . .  v = b] joining d to b in G. We have r ~< 4 since G is G,-free. 
Now: 
- if r = 3 then G contains a Gl(c,,b,a,c), a G,(e,d,t,,,b,a), a G~(e,d, c2,b,c), 
a G~(a,c,b,v,,d,e), a G6(a,c,b, v2,d,c) or a G6(c,a,b, ve,d,e); 
- i f r  ~ 4 then [v2,a] ~ E or [v,,c] ~ E since otherwise F~({d, v2})n{a,b,c} = 0 and 
the chain [v.,, v3, b] has three vertices, which is impossible by the previous ease. 
Now G contains a G3(d,v,,a,b,c), a G2(d,v,.,a,b,c) or a G2(d, vz,c,b,a). [] 
Lemnm 3.3. Let Cs(a, b, co d, e) be an induced subgraph of a connected graph G = (V, E) 
of ~. Then V = {a+b,c,d,e}. 
Proof. Let us assume that V ~ {a,b,c,d,e}. Without loss of generality, since G is 
connected, there exists a vertex x e V\{a,b,c,d,e} such that [a,x] ~ E. We cannot 
have both [b,x] e E and [e,x] ~ E since G would contain a Gt(a,x,b,e). So we may 
assume that [b,x]~E. Now G contains a Gl(x,e,a,d), a G3(b,a,e,d,x), 
a G3(d,c,b,a,x) or a Gz(d,c,b,a,x). [] 
Lemnm 3.4. Let G = (V,E) be a connected graph of ~. Let S ~_ V and W ~_ V be two 
subsets with the same number of vertices such that S is stable, IE(W)I >0 and 
X~(~ "~) -= O. Let U be the smallest subset of W such that [E(U)] = IE(W)I. Then 
Falvl(x)nFalvl(y) = Of  of any pair x ,y of vertices in S \  (S~W ). 
ProoL Consider the three sets X = ScoW, Y = W \X  and Z = S\X .  Let us assume 
that there exists a vertex z in Fotul(x)c~F~w~(y) for some pair x,y of vertices in Z. 
Then, there is a vertex q in F,~trl(X)\ {z~ since otherwise (W \ {z})u{x} belongs to 
.JF~;(W ). Similarly, there exists a vertex r (possibly equal to q) in Fo[rl(y)\{z}. 
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(i) q = r: Then [q,z]¢E since G would contain a G~(q,x,z,y). Let s be any vertex 
in Faw](z). We have s ¢ X since G would contain a Ga(s, z,x, q,.v) or a G4(z,q,x,y,s). So 
se  Y and since I YI = IZI, there is a vertex t in Z\{x,y}. By Lemma 3.1, t must be 
linked to at least one of the vertices of the chordless cycle [x,z,y,q,x]. Since Z is 
a stable set, t can only be linked to q or z and G contains a G3(t,z,x,q,y), 
a Ga(t,q,x,z,y) or a G4(z,q,t,x,y). 
(ii) q ~ r: Then [q ,y ]¢E  and [ r ,x ]¢E  by (i). Assume that Falrl(v) _q F~Ir](z) for 
any vertex v in Falzl(Z). Then F~lrl(x)~_F~lrl(Z) and we have [ r , z ]eE  since 
Faw](y)=_Falr](z). But since reFa[rl(x), this implies that IE((W\{:})u{x}) l  
< IE(W )l, hence .A"~(W ) # O. So, without loss of generality, we may assume that 
[q,z-I C E. 
-- If [q,r] eE  then [r,z] e E since G would contain a Gz(r,y,z,?c,q). Since I Y I = [ZI, 
there is a vertex s in Z \ {x, y}. We have [s, q] ¢ E and [s, r ]¢  E since G would contain 
a Gz{y,z,x,q,s), a Gs(y,z,x,q,s), a Gt(z,r,y,s) or a Gz{s,r,z,.x',q). Now, there is 
a vertex re  Y such that [ t , s ]eE  and [t,=]¢E since otherwise (W\{z})u{s} 
belongs to .~t~;(W ).We have [s, z] ¢ E since otherwise [3', t'! ¢ E by (i) and G would 
contain a Gz(t,s,z,x,q) or a Gz(q,t,s,z,y). Moreover, [ t ,x ]¢E  and [t,q]¢E since 
G would contain a G2(s,t,x,z,y), a G3(s,t,x,',,y) or a G,.(s,t,q,x,z). Finally, the 
chains [q, x, zl and [s, t] contradict Lemma 3.2. 
- I f  [q,r] ~ E then [z,r'l e E since otherwise G contains the chordless cycle 
[q,x,z,y,r,q] and an additional vertex in Z\{x,y} {since IYI = IZD which is 
impossible by Lemma 3.3. There is a vertex s e Y such that Is, y] e E and Is, r ]¢  E 
since otherwise ( W \ {r})u { y} belongs to .  ! ~;( W ). Now G contains a G2 (x, q, r, y, s) 
or a Gs(x,q,r,y,x). [] 
Lemma 3.5. Let G = (V, E) be a connected oraph in ~. Let S ~_ V and W ~_ V be two 
subsets with the same number of rertices such that S is stable, IE(W )l > 0 and 
.... t'~.(W) = 0. Consider the three sets X = StaW, Y = W \X  and Z = S \X  and let 
U be the smallest subset of W such that IE(U)I = IE{W )1. Finally, let H = (V',E') be 
any connected component of G [W uS] such that V' r~ U ~ O. Then [ V ' r~ Y i > I V ' c~Z[. 
Proof. Assume that I V'c~YI <. I V'taZI. Let us first observe that there exist two 
vertices x and y such that x e V'f~Z, y e V'taU and [x,y] e E. Indeed, any vertex u in 
V'c~U has a neighbor v in V 'taU and at least one vertex among u and v must belong 
to Y. It follows that V 'r~ Y ~ 0, hence V'c~Z ~ 0. So let v and w be two vertices uch 
that v¢ V'c~U and we V'c~Z. There is a chordless chain [v ~- V~,Va . . . . .  V,= W] 
joining r to w in H. Let i (I ~ i ~ r - I) be the largest index such that t'i e V'c~U: we 
have vi + i ~ V 'taZ and [v~, v~+ ~ ] ~ E. 
So let x and y be two vertices uch that x e V°t~Z, ye  V'c~U and [x ,y ]e  E. 
We have IV'c~Y I ~> 2 s ing  otherwise (W/{y})u{x} belongs to . |~;(W). Let : be 
a vertex in ( V 'nZ) \  {x}. By Lemma 3.4, we know that [y, z] ~ E. Since H is connected, 
~here is a chordless chain [x = vl,v,. .. . .  v, = :] in H, and we have r ~< 4 since G is 
G 2-f~ee. 
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If r=4,  then there is a vertex t~ Y such that [ t ,x leE  and [t, v2]¢E since 
otherwise (W \{va})u{x} belongs to ~(W) .  Now it, z] ~ E since G would contain 
a G2(z, v3,w_,x,t) or a G3(z, vs,v,.,x,t), and [t, v3]~E since otherwise 
t ~ Fawl(x)nFawl(y ) which is impossible by Lemma 3.4. So G contains a chordless 
cycle [z,~,3,v,.,x,t,z] and an additional vertex (since l Y I= [ZI); this contradicts 
Lemma 3.3. 
So r = 3. Let w be any vertex in F~ivl(y). We have [z,w]~E since otherwise 
['x, w] ~ E by Lemma 3.4 and ix, y, w, z'[ would be a chordless chain with four vertices 
linking .x to :  in H (which is impossible as observed above}. We have v: ¢ U by Lemma 
3.4, hence [y,v.~leE and [w, v2]¢E. Moreover, [ 'x ,w]eE else G contains 
a G~(z,v,,,x,y,w). Hence, w ~ V'c~Y and there is a vertex t in V'c~(Z\{.x,z}) ~since 
IV '~Y I  <<, IV'nZI). We have [ t ,w]¢E and [ t ,y]~E by Lemma 3.4, and [ t ,v , ]¢E 
since G would contain a Gs(t, z, v, ,x,y,  w). Since H is connected there is a chordless 
chain ix = y~ .....  y~ = t] joining x to t in H, and s ~< 4 since G is Ga-free. Ifs = 3 then 
['v.,,y:]~E since va~ U, and G contains a G,(t,y:,x,v~,z) or a G~(t,y,,x,v~,z). If 
s=4 then va #y~, rt, e ,ya]¢E and [va,ys leE since v,.¢U. Hence G contains 
a G,.(v,,x,y~,y~,t). [] 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. (2) ~ ( 1): If G ¢ ~, then it contains a G~ (1 ~< i ~< 6). For each Gi 
(I ~< i ~< 6), consider the subset W of black vertices of its representation in Fig. 4. In 
each case we have IE(W)I > 0 and ~t '~(W)= 0 while a stable set of size I W l  can 
easily be determined. 
(1) =~(2): Let G = (V,E) be a connected graph in ~ and let k be any integer such 
that 1 ~< k ~< [V [. Assume thatf(G, k) = 0 and let W be any set of k vertices uch that 
N~(W ) = O. It is sufficient to prove that E(W ) = O. So let us assume that E(W ) # O. 
Consider any stable set S ~ V such that IS[ = k, and let X = Sc~ W, Y = W \X  and 
Z = S \X .  Let U be the smallest subset of W such that IE(U)I = IE(W )1. The set U is 
not empty since [E(W)I >0.  Let H'=(V1,E~) be a connected component of 
G[WuS]  such that V~c~U ~0.  By Lemma 3.5, this implies that IV~c~Y[ > IV~c~Z[. 
Since IY I = [ZI, there exists a connected component H" = (V,,Ea) in G[WuS]  such 
that I V2n Y I < IV, nZI. By Lemma 3.5, we have V,c~U = 0. 
Let u be any vertex in V~c~U, v any vertex in Fawl(u) and x any vertex in Vzc~Z. If 
I VanZl = ! then V2c~Y = 0 and (W \{u})u{x} belongs to ,M~;(W). So let y be any 
vertex in (V2nZ)\ {x}. Since H" is connected, there is a chain ix = vl, v2 ..... v, = y] 
joining x to-~,~in H~.Tne~hains ix, v2, v3] and [u, v] contradict Lemma 3.2. [] 
Finally, it should be mentioned that the algorithm STABULUS described in [5] is 
an adaptation of the combinatorial optimization technique Tabu Search [7] to the 
problem of determiningf(G, k) in a graph G = (V, E), where k is any given positive 
integer such that 1 ~< k ~< [V I- In order to avoid being trapped in local optima, 
STABULUS considers the neighborhood A~ instead of ~|'~. Computational experi- 
ments are reported in ['5] and show that STABULUS can efficiently estimate a(G) for 
random graphs with up to 1000 vertices. 
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Final remark. Notice that ~ is included in the class of G2, G3 and G4-free graphs for 
which a different approach has been described in 1"15"] for computing the stability 
number. Theorem 3.1 is nevertheless interesting since it completely characterizes the 
class ofgraphs G such that, for any subgraph H of G given as input to the algorithm ~,  
an output W is a stable set if and only if ~(H) i> [ W ]. 
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